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Faculty for Student Voting Rights 
pledges to help college voters
Liz Fusco | Contributing Reporter 

At the beginning of  this semester, two professors 
took the initiative to join the national organization 
Faculty for Student Voting Rights (FSVR) on behalf  
of  the University of  Rhode Island.

The FSVR is a non-partisan organization that 
has university faculties pledge to create an environ-
ment for students to be able to obtain information 
and express their own unbiased political opinion. 
This helps students take part in democracy and have 
a say in the future of  this world through voting. 

English professor Carolyn Betensky and politi-
cal science professor Brendan “Skip” Mark represent 
URI and have facilitated the University’s involvement 
in this organization. 

“The organization was founded by history and 
philosophy professors,” said Betensky. “I am on the 
membership and outreach committee where we sign 
a non-partisan pledge to promote students to vote 
and to make it as easy as possible for them. It is less of  

a problem in Rhode Island, but many students do not 
know how to register to vote or where to go and we 
want to make it as easy as possible for them.” 

One mission of  the URI committee was getting 
President David Dooley to sign the “All in Voters 
Pledge.” This would mean he supported making stu-
dent access to voting and information about elections 
as easy as possible, as well as getting as many faculty 
members involved in this task as possible.

“We’ve put lots of  information on the URI li-
brary website,” Mark said about the organization. 
“Part of  getting all [of] the faculty involved in this 
is so that students don’t feel like they’re bombarded 
with [voting] information. We want to make getting 
and accessing this information as easy as opening an 
email.”

One thing that the University has been doing in 
order to help students form their own opinions about 
the election has been hosting watch parties for the 
presidential debates held during this election season. 
Due to the coronavirus pandemic, these parties have 

Adam Zangari | Staff Reporter

A Narragansett Town Coun-
cil ordinance preventing over 
three students from renting to-
gether has already begun to af-
fect both off-campus students 
and realtors for next year.

The ordinance has left more 
students looking for fewer hous-
es, which are now being rented at 
higher prices, according to Evan 
Morrill, who is one of  the prin-
cipal owners of  Narragansett 

Properties. 
“So far we have seen a mas-

sive increase in rental prices for 
next year,” Morrill said. “Even 
with the two and three bedroom 
houses, even though they’re not 
affected by the ordinance, across 
the board the houses are going 
up in rent.”

Morrill also said that the av-
erage price of  a house this year 
was $600-650 per bedroom per 
month, on average. Next year, it 
will be around $750.

According to the Indepen-

dent, Narragansett formed an 
“Ad Hoc Committee on the Uni-
versity of  Rhode Island Rental 
Problems” in 2014, which recom-
mended that the town limit hous-
ing to four unrelated students 
per household. In response, the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
of  Rhode Island filed a lawsuit, 
and a 2017 municipal court rul-
ing called that ordinance uncon-
stitutional.

The ordinance was passed 
shortly after a ruling this past 
spring from the Rhode Island Su-

Memorial Union 
murals draw national 
media attention
Nicole Wagner | News Editor

The University of  Rhode Island has yet to decide how they 
will preserve two murals in the Memorial Union’s basement dur-
ing future renovations, but these portrayals of  1950s URI have 
garnered the attention of  national media in recent months.

Breitbart News published a misleading story on Sept. 9 about 
URI taking down the murals “depicting the events of  World War 
II due to their lack of  diversity.” This is false as the murals depict 
life at the University in the post-World War II era, not the actions 
of  soldiers during World War II, according to University President 
David Dooley. The preservation of  the mural was also already be-
ing discussed during renovation plans for the Memorial Union. 

Dooley said that the local media who picked up the story 
about the murals reported the story fairly and accurately, but the 
national media did not. In reality, the possible removal of  the mu-
rals is more a result of  renovations to the Memorial Union. It be-
came apparent that these murals, painted by World War II veteran 
Arthur Sherman, would have to be rebuilt in a significant way dur-
ing the renovation process as they are painted directly onto plaster, 
according to Dooley. 

“National sources made this into something that it never was, 
which was some kind of  example of  ‘cancel culture’ or over sensi-
tive students demanding that the murals come down or anything 
like that; none of  that was really a factor in our thinking to any 
degree,” Dooley said.

During the discussions of  preservation, Dooley said that the 
lack of  diversity in this artwork was acknowledged by university 
leadership but was not intentional when the murals were painted 
in the 1950s.

“The murals are indicative and illustrative of  a very differ-
ent URI; it was URI of  the mid-1950s,” Dooley said. “And they 
capture URI I think in a clever and whimsical way as to what URI 
was like then and give a variety of  snapshots [of] URI in that era.”

The two murals were not meant to intentionally exclude any-
one, according to Arthur Sherman’s daughter Pamela Sherman. 
The director of  the Memorial Union at the time, Chet Berry, com-
missioned Arthur Sherman to create these 
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Students Andy Main, Tyler Pelletier and Kayla Michaud currently live in a five-person house which will only be avail-
able to three students next year. Photo by James McIntosh.

The wall where the mural was in the Memorial Union now has a URI 
banner on it. Top photo from uritoday.com, bottom photo by Ethan 
Pellegrino.
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Undergraduate neuroscience program 
finds success in first semester
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Alllie Shinskey | Contributing Reporter 

After many years of  development, the 
University of  Rhode Island’s Interdisciplin-
ary Neuroscience Program (INP) welcomed its 
first class of  undergraduate students this fall.

The INP offers students a four-year Bach-
elor of  Science program with three major 
tracks that span across three separate colleges. 
The clinical neuroscience track is under the 
College of  Health Sciences, the molecular 
neuroscience track is under the College of  
Environment and Life Sciences and the neu-
ropharmacology track is under the College of  
Pharmacy.

According to Director of  the INP Lisa 
Weyandt, 44 undergraduate students enrolled 
in the program during its inaugural year.

“One of  the things we’re most proud of  
and excited about with the program is it’s an 
interdisciplinary program,” Weyandt said. 
“This is not in a department; it’s free-standing. 
We have faculty that are involved in the pro-
gram not just from those three tracks but from 
other colleges as well.”

Neuroscience majors must complete a 
minimum of  120 credits to graduate: 33 pre-
paratory, 29 core, 40 general education and 
18 in the student’s chosen major/track. The 
“core” courses are almost all brand-new and 
specifically designed for the neuroscience ma-
jor, while most of  the preparatory courses are 
based in the chemistry and biology depart-
ments. 

The major in clinical neuroscience is for 
students interested in studying the mechanisms 
and treatment of  nervous system diseases and 
dysfunction. The concentration in molecular 
neuroscience is for students interested in study-

ing the cellular and molecular mechanisms of  
nervous system function, development, and 
disease. The track in neuropharmacology is 
for students interested in studying the mecha-
nisms of  drug action in the nervous 
system, including the discovery 
and development of  new treat-
ments for disorders of  the ner-
vous system and uncovering 
additional effects of  known 
drugs on brain function and 
behavior.

“I think the neurosci-
ence field is going to only 
become more important in 
scientific research in the fu-
ture,” said Thomas M. Ryan 
Scholar Erek Bickford, a fresh-
man neuropharmacology major. 
“So I think the new programs here at 
URI are just that much more impor-
tant to get younger students interested 
and excited about the field.”

One strength and unique characteristic of  
the program is its focus on student demand. 
Weyandt helped create a student liaison com-
mittee composed of  two undergraduate neu-
roscience students and four graduate neuro-
science students from the URI program that 
launched in 2011. These representatives meet 
with their respective neuroscience undergrad-
uate student bodies and gather information 
from students about questions or suggestions 
regarding the program and report on that 
feedback.

“I think what’s really exciting is that the 
students are involved in the governing of  the 
program,” Weyandt said. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected 
some of  the INP’s initial plans. URI moved 

their official launch ceremony featuring for-
mer U.S. Representative Patrick Kennedy on-
line. 

Although the first freshman class has not 
begun taking any new core neuro-

science classes yet, Weyandt said 
that URI moved NEU 101 on-

line because of  its larger class 
size.

“Even though we have 
tried to establish personal 
relationships with the stu-
dents, I think [the pandem-
ic] has hindered that to some 

degree, as it has for all faculty 
who are teaching online,” Wey-

andt said.
While he misses in-person 

classes, Bickford has made con-
nections successfully with his 
classmates and professors in the 

virtual format.
“I definitely think the University is doing 

a good job keeping it organized more or less 
and keeping the students engaged and enthu-
siastic about their classes,” Bickford said.

Weyandt said that she is “thrilled” to be fi-
nally delivering this program to students after 
so many have asked about URI offering a neu-
roscience undergraduate degree in the past.

“There’s a tremendous amount that 
we don’t understand about brain function-
ing; normal brain functioning and things go 
awry,” Weyandt said. “So it’s an exciting time, 
I think, for humankind to be uncovering the 
complexities and the discoveries of  the human 
brain.”

murals and depict the feel of  the campus life at that point in time. The 
murals represent the time after the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of  
1944, more commonly known as the G.I. Bill, ultimately tied to why the 
Union was built in the first place.

Pamela Sherman had learned during the process of  talking with 
her father about the murals that the Union was built to honor the ser-
vice men and women who died in World War II, as well as those who 
later died in the Korean War and Vietnam War..

“That was the original intention of  the Union; yes, [a] student 
gathering place and also to honor those [lost],” Pamela Sherman said. 
“And what my dad said, and this really touched me, was, he said, ‘we 
lost a lot of  students in those wars. We lost a lot of  students; whether 
they came from Rhode Island or not.’”

The importance of  remembering all of  those who have been a part 
of  URI’s campus, served in the military and made the ultimate sacrifice 
was stressed greatly by Pamela Sherman.

URI is much different now than it was in the 1950s, Dooley ac-
knowledged, with a very different group of  students and a very differ-
ent representation of  student life. 

With the murals having aged 70 years, Pamela Sherman asked why 
the University has not kept up with the changing campus environment 
overtime with more contemporary pieces depicting what it is today.

She said she felt bad if  any students felt uncomfortable with the 
mural, as it wasn’t meant to represent the URI of  today. 

“It’s not meant to depict today; it’s meant to depict that window in 
time 70 years ago,” Pamela Sherman said. “And what my family would 
like to see is more contemporary artwork that shows and illustrates and 
depicts campus life and the events that are happening today.”

In plans for renovations of  the Union, Dooley said that URI hopes 
to include video displays so that the ever-changing life at the University 
can be accurately captured. 

“The imagery that you’re showing can change with time and cap-
ture in action, as well as in still pictures, URI as it was, as well as URI 
as it is and maybe even some looks into URI’s future,” Dooley said. 
“I think that will be a very important part of  the renovated Memorial 
Union as there will be a lot of  imagery for students so that everyone 
can have a chance to see themselves as well as see their community in 
new ways.”

As for the preservation of  the murals, Pamela Sherman empha-
sized the importance of  holding onto these pieces of  URI history.

“Time flies, but we’ve got that connection to the past and we’ve 
already lost some of  this artwork, so these are the last two from that era; 
let’s do what we can to preserve them,” she said.

Mural - Continued from Page 1

URI’s neuroscience program welcomes its inaugu-
ral class this semester. Graphic by Elizabeth Wong.



URI celebrates Coming Out Month 
with transgender activist
Leah Popovic | Contributing Reporter
 

Speaker and author Ryan Sallans enlightened 
the community this week with his moving virtual 
event hosted by the University of  Rhode Island’s 
Gender and Sexuality Center (GSC) in celebration 
of  Coming Out Month. 

Sallans is a renowned transgender activist who 
works to find similarities through differences in his 
studies. His speeches, writings and projects which fo-
cus on gender identity, diversity and inclusion have 
been recognized by many established media outlets, 
including NPR’s “On Point” and “Larry King Live.” 
Yet, he is not only accomplished in the field of  activ-
ism: Sallans; resilience has inspired the LGBTQIA+ 
community and its allies alike. 

In his talk, Sallans brought the audience through 
his journey towards self  discovery which he describes 
as a never-ending expedition. 

“I have found that through my own personal 
storytelling I can help bring out some emotions in 
people that do not make them want to feel defensive 
and shut down, but will hopefully make them more 
curious,” Sallans said.

Sallans described that from a young age, he 
longed to conform and conceal his true self  through 
art and creative writing. Over the years prior to his 
transition, Sallans created artwork expressing what 
he longed for in his physical appearance, as well as 
poetry portraying his true identity. These concepts 
of  masculinity soon turned to reality as he began to 
understand his sexuality and gender. Sallans broke 
out of  society’s presupposed “boxes” which helped 
him overcome personal and familial road blocks. 
Now, he embraces his identity and showcases that 
even through adversity, it is important to be true to 
yourself.

Sticking to a path of  authenticity and “honor-
ing your truth” is what Sallans hopes to instill in in-
dividuals, encouraging all to overcome the societal 

norms and pressures. The online world is a huge 
factor in producing perceived inequality within the 
LGBTQIA+ community, according to Sallans.

“We are not defined by new words, old words or 
any form of  definition,” Sallans said. “We are com-
plex human beings that have a whole life to get to 
know more about who we are, and the best way to do 
that is to continue to remain curious.”

A key takeaway from this event was Sallans’ ex-
planation on how sex, gender and expression must 
be represented through intergenerational conversa-
tions led with pride rather than shame or judgement. 
He hopes that his speeches will push people to think 
critically about how their actions and assumptions 
can affect others in their community. Opening one-
self  to understand individual stories is crucial for the 
betterment of  society, as said by Sallans. 

Annie Russell, director of  the GSC, helped 
host this virtual event. She believes that Sallans’ 
message should be heard across campus to enhance 
LGBTQIA+ representation at URI. Russell empha-
sized how the journey of  self  discovery and commu-
nication with others is pivotal to our growth, both as 
individuals and as a university.

“If  we aren’t pushing ourselves and realizing 
that we’re continually in a growth pattern and com-
ing to understand more about ourselves and others, 
then we probably are remaining pretty stagnant in 
our lives,” Russell said. “It’s both normal and okay to 
continue to grow and change parts of  who you are.”

In addition to the virtual discussion with Sal-
lans, the Gender and Sexuality Center hosted many 
other events to celebrate Coming Out Month this 
October. Some of  these events include crafting pride 
flags, virtual support groups and movie screenings.

Russell hopes that the GSC can provide students 
with a safe space to explore their identity and find 
others who can reflect on their experiences together. 
Although Coming Out Month is wrapping up, the 
doors are open all semester for students to seek sup-
port and guidance in their individual journey.
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Be5K supports mental health awareness

@rhodycigar

Evan Winslow | Contributing Reporter

The University of  Rhode Island’s annual Be5K 
will be held virtually this year, but will maintain the 
same goal of  promoting mental health awareness on 
campus.

The Be5K supports the Heather Fund, which 
was created in memory of  former student Heather 
Vennewald by her family after she committed sui-
cide. The fund helps support programs related sui-
cide and depression prevention at URI, particularly 
in the Counseling Center.

“When we raise money and then add that mon-
ey to the fund, it’s then used by the Counseling Cen-
ter to offer additional mental health programming 
across campus,” Amy Albert, community engage-
ment coordinator for the Center for Career and Ex-
periential Education, said.

In addition to Albert, a committee of  five people 
from departments spanning from Campus Recre-
ation to Health Services worked to plan the Be5K 
event virtually over the summer due to COVID-19. 
During the virtual 5K, people can donate at a re-
duced rate of  $5 and run or walk on their own time 
until Oct. 31. 

“We really thought that a virtual event would 
be a great way to kind of  engage our whole com-
munity,” Albert said. “As long as you're following all 
protocols, you can kind of  do the race or the walk or 
the run anywhere at any time throughout the week.”

After the participants complete the 5K, Albert 
continues to encourage participants to post their run 
or walk times on the race entry page and social me-

dia with submitted photos or videos from the par-
ticipants.

URI Clinical Counselor Allison Hall sees the 
mental health awareness purpose of  the Be5K as es-
pecially important during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
She emphasized that mental health issues can in-
crease in isolated or quarantine environments. 

Albert also sees the Be5K event as a way to raise 
awareness for all mental health services available to 
URI students living on and off campus.

“Thinking specifically for students, I think if  
you're not on campus, sometimes you forget that the 
Counseling Center is doing all their one-on-one ses-
sions virtually, and so they're still there and telehealth 
is still an option,” Albert said.

Community feedback for the Be5K has been 
very well received, according to Hall, as the Coun-
seling Center continues to co-sponsor the event.

“I've had a lot of  feedback from community 
members who have said, it's so great because maybe 
I couldn't have done it on the schedule day and time, 
but now I have a whole week, but I can fit it in, or we 
want to do it as a family and this allows us to do it all 
together,” Hall said.

The implementation of  virtual services for the 
Be5K proves that the event will continue to promote 
and raise awareness on mental health and suicide 
prevention regardless of  weather.

While the exact number of  registrants for the 
event has not been announced, Albert said that there 
are 100 pre-registrations for the event; the same as 
2019. The Be5K is open for registration until Oct. 
31. 

Adam Zangari | Staff Reporter

The University of  Rhode Island’s Student Senate held a short meet-
ing this Wednesday with a new moderator presiding over the meeting.

Caleb Hilyard was nominated as interim moderator by President 
Austyn Ramsay this past Monday, and was confirmed by the Senate to 
become Student Senate’s new moderator. This move comes following 
the resignation of  Annabel Cimbal, the previous moderator.

The Senate passed an amendment to the URI Student Senate 
Constitution which consisted of  changes as to how jurists are confirmed 
for the Senate.

“We’ve had a very hard time with the Panel to Elect the Court, and 
it takes a long time for it to happen,” Senator Christopher Bove, the 
bill’s handler, said. “It’s a very inefficient process. So this changes the 
way jurists for the Court are confirmed.”

The new process in this amendment gets rid of  the Panel to Elect 
the Court and instead changes the system of  judicial elections so that 
the full Student Senate Assembly votes to confirm or deny presidential 
judicial nominations.

The Senate also certified the results of  the elections that occurred 
on Oct. 15-16.

Annabelle Gibson was elected as an at-large senator, and Marland 
Chang won the open off-campus position. Chris Hoover, Olivia John-
son, Angelica Tyson, Mary Henry and Emily Gamache all were elected 
as first-year representatives. Julia Pitts was elected as the College of  
Business representative, and Destiny Degnan was elected to represent 
the College of  Environment and Life Sciences. Additionally, the stu-
dent body voted to approve the First Amendment to the Student Senate 
Constitution.

The new senators will be sworn in at the next meeting.
Student Senate also unanimously voted to recognize Global Bri-

gades as a student organization. Global Brigades is an organization 
that, according to their mission statement, “[participates] in year-round 
recruitment, fundraising and awareness events that ultimately result in 
participation in a [seven to nine] day brigade, where we actively partici-
pate in programming.”

“They came in and met all of  our requirements,” Student Organi-
zations Committee Chair Katie Siegle said.

Academic Advisor Carl Stiles also spoke with the Senate about the 
Senate’s attendance problems this semester.

“Technically, right now, there are nine people that should be re-
moved from Senate due to lack of  attendance,” Stiles said.

Stiles closed the meeting by reminding everyone to stay safe this 
Halloween.

“Please take care of  each other,” Stiles said. “Please take care of  
yourself  and your friends, because this virus is not going away.”



Honors Colloquium addresses health care disparities 
among those with disabilities
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Morgan Maleonskie | Contributing Reporter

The fifth speaker at this year’s Honors Colloquium at the University of  Rhode Is-
land discussed health care disparities and how they affect people with disabilities. 

Dr. Lisa Iezzoni spoke at the virtual event held on Tuesday evening, which was part 
of  this year’s focus on “Challenging Expectations: Disability in the 21st Century.”

Iezzoni is a professor of  medicine at Harvard Medical School, based out of  the 
Health Policy Research Center of  the Massachusetts General Hospital. In the early 
years of  her career, she focused on clinical outcomes, the quality of  care provided for 
people who are disabled and methods of  risk adjustment for insurance companies. 
These methods Iezzoni focused on are used to offset risks that insurance agencies may 
incur when they agree to ensure those with chronic health conditions, as those with dis-
abilities are more prone to low incomes, high unemployment rates, inaccessible housing 
and domestic violence.

She has also conducted studies for multiple foundations, such as the Agency For 
Healthcare Research and Quality, The National Institute of  Health, The Medicare 
Agency and many other private organizations. Since the late 1980s, her research has 
focused on improving the lives and medical treatment of  disabled adults.

As someone who has lived with multiple sclerosis for 44 years, Iezzoni said she her-
self  identifies as a person with a disability. 

“I’ve used a wheelchair since 1988 and so I will probably kind of  tend towards a 
perspective on mobility impairments, because that's been my lived experience,” Iezzoni 
said.

With first-hand knowledge on what it's like to live with a disability, Iezzoni discussed 
a wide range of  topics at the event, including: disability epidemiology, disparities in 
outcomes between disabled and non-disabled patients, disability civil rights and the risk 
of  diagnostic overshadowing based on a case study. 

Iezzoni emphasized the idea that disability in America is not a minority issue, but 
rather something that affects everyone. She said that about one billion people in the 
world have a disability, as well as about 61 million Americans, or 26 percent of  the 
country’s population. She said that this number is growing.

“Disability affects today, or will affect tomorrow, the lives of  most Americans,” Iez-
zoni said. “So if  it affects everybody, why is it so hard to make health care fully equitable 
and accessible to people with [a] disability?”

According to Iezzoni, all disabilities are diverse, caused by different factors and 
each requires different accommodations or awareness throughout the medical field. 

She also emphasized the disparity in services and income inequality that affects 
individuals with disabilities. Iezzoni explained that race, obesity, tobacco smoking and 
health status all intersect with the onset of  a disability. 

 “People with disability are on average more likely to experience low incomes, 
low education levels, high unemployment rates, poor housing, inaccessible housing or 
housing insecurity,” Iezzoni said. “They are more likely to have significant transporta-
tion problems. They're more likely to have food insecurity. You're also more likely to 
experience domestic violence, intimate partner violence or caregiver abuse.”

Following this, Iezzoni spoke about disability disparities in health care. In her lec-
ture, Iezzoni said that people with disabilities are routinely excluded from clinical trials 
that test treatment effectiveness, making it difficult for those with disabilities to discover 
if  certain treatments work for them as well. One example she provided for the audience 
was a trial in stage-one breast cancer treatment, in which individuals with disability 
were “24 percent less likely than other women to have breast conserving surgery.”

Using an anecdote from her own life, Iezzoni explained how one of  her close 
friends, Michael, was victim to what she called diagnostic overshadowing.

Iezzoni said that Michael, who was diagnosed with primary progessive multiple 
sclerosis, was ignored by medical professions when he needed help, simply because he 
was disabled. Michael began experiencing cancer symptoms, such as reduced appetite, 
nausea, change in bowel patterns and an enlarged abdomen. However, when he asked 
his all-inclusive elderly care program “repeatedly for a gastroenterology evaluation” the 
nurse practitioner avoided scheduling him an appointment. Eventually, they discovered 
that he had medical problems that could have killed him after his concerns were pushed 
aside for so long. 

Disability, according to Iezzoni, was becoming accepted as a civil rights issue start-
ing in the late 1960s, rather than a personal issue. The disability rights movement began 
around this time and had significant effects on the public.

She claimed that ignoring people with disabilities became a problem for society, as 
things like public systems, corporations and the government were all failing to accom-
modate people who “perform basic functions of  life in different ways than other people 
do.” The Americans with Disabilities Act, which passed in 1990, prohibits discrimina-
tion based on disability, and was a result of  the disability rights movement.

“The disability rights movement never filled the streets with marching thousands 
the way that the civil rights for racial ethnic minorities did, and that’s probably because 
[disabled people are] such a diverse group,” Iezzoni said. “I don’t necessarily identify 
with people who are deaf  or hard of  hearing, and they might not identify with me. And 
there were uneasy alliances across the different interest groups. However, in the end, 
the Americans with Disabilities Act passed because it seemed like the right thing to do.”

perior Court which said that certain neighborhoods in 
Providence could limit housing among college students 
in certain parts of  the city to three students, according 
to RI Central.

In response, however, the Narragansett 2100, a 
group representing local landlords, has filed a complaint 
in court against the town for “stifling public debate.” 

Tom Morrill, another principal owner of  Narragan-
sett Properties, said he agrees with the 2100.

“[The Narragansett Town Council] went online us-
ing Zoom and they didn’t allow for enough people who 
wanted to say something,” he said. “And so quite a num-
ber of  people were not allowed to say anything.”

No one from the Narragansett Town Council re-
sponded to request for comment by publication dead-
line.

Evan Morrill agreed, saying that Town Council 
members are not willing to listen to any dissenting opin-
ions.

“They don’t want to hear really what anyone is say-
ing unless it’s what they agree with,” Evan Morrill said.

Chair of  the Student Senate External Affairs Com-
mittee Grace Kiernan said that she believes that the 
ordinance has caused more stress among students, and 
could lead to negative consequences for the University 
and the town of  Narragansett.

“It’s been very telling how quick kids are getting 

their housing because of  how nervous they are to not 
have it,” Kiernan said. “I think it’s going to lead to a 
lot more kids renting privately, or worst case scenario, I 
think kids are going to transfer.”

Kiernan also said that the ordinance has affected 
the amount of  students looking for certain houses.

“This year, I rented through the Properties and my 
realtor had 40 tours for a week,” said Kiernan. “One 
singular week had 40 tours because of  how quickly kids 
were afraid they were going to lose their housing, and 
this was the end of  September.”

Tom Morrill also believes that the ordinance is bad 
for both his business and the town itself.

“Putting limitations like this [lowers] the value of  
the houses, because so many people pay more for them 
as investments,” Morrill said. “At the same time, they’re 
pushing to have families come in, instead of  having 
houses with students in them. If  they do that, we’ve got 
the lowest taxes you can find. And that’s because the 
students don’t have kids, so they’re not sending them to 
the schools, that costs you as far as taxes.”

Kiernan said that trying to have more families come 
in doesn’t make sense in most areas that students rent in.

“If  you look at where kids are renting, they’re rent-
ing in Bonnet [Shores] and they’re renting in Point Ju-
dith,” she said. “Those are not year-round residential 
areas.”

Both Tom and Evan Morrill also said that this year, 
for the first time, Narragansett Properties has filled ev-
ery house they have to rent. 

“I truly feel bad,” Evan Morrill said. “I’ve got a list 
of  about five kids that are still reaching out to me look-
ing for housing for this year for second semester, and 
unfortunately I have no place to put them.”

As for the future of  the ordinance, Morrill ultimate-
ly believes a new Council will raise the number of  stu-
dents allowed to live together to four.

“It’s interesting because the town solicitor is saying 
that the former four student limit that they had is still in 
effect,” Morrill said. “I expect that when a new council 
comes in, in January, that they will have to pick one or 
the other. So we’re hoping they go to four, it’ll make life 
a lot easier for everybody.”

Kiernan believes that there is a possibility that a 
new council would throw the ordinance out altogether.

“There’s people running for the Narragansett Town 
Council right now who are opposed to the ordinance,” 
Kiernan said. “So there’s a potential that it could get 
overturned.”

Unless either of  those happen, however, students 
looking to live in Narragansett will continue to face ad-
ditional challenges in the future.

Housing ordinance - Continued from Page 1

Dr. Lisa Iezzoni shares her personal experiences with having a disability at this week’s Honors 
Colloquium. Photo from uri.edu. 
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In this week’s COVID-19 update,  T he Good Five-Cent Cigar will  discuss the up-
date on Greek l i fe ’s shel ter-in-place order and the Universi ty of  Rhode Island’s test ing 
plan as T hanksgiving approaches.

Greek Life shelter-in-place lifted for cooperative chapters
On Oct. 26, the University of  Rhode Island’s Division of  Student Af-

fairs and Department of  Public Safety l ifted shelter-in-place orders for so-
rority and fraternity chapters that took part in mandatory testing and had 
an overall test-positive rate of  2 percent or less.

A statement from the University credited members of  Greek Life, sur-
veil lance testing and the overall positive response to the shelter-in-place 
order for the positive decline in the COVID-19 positivity rate within the 
Greek community.

The order was lifted at 5 p.m. on Monday. Chapters with a positivity 
rate sti l l  above 2 percent or with members fail ing to partake in the manda-
tory testing process will  be forced to remain in their shelter-in-place orders 
until  Nov. 2 at 5 p.m. Those chapters were notified separately on Oct. 26.

Student Affairs and Public Safety encouraged students to continue fol-
lowing the health guidelines insti l led by URI and the Rhode Island Depart-
ment of  Health including wearing face masks, social distancing, keeping 
group gatherings “small and stable” and washing hands.

Halloween partying raises concerns
The University also expressed concern regarding Halloween weekend 

in the statement. According to the update, failure to follow COVID-19 
precautions and guidelines will  impact the spread of  the virus and affect 
URI’s ability to have in person classes not only this semester, but also the 
next. The University is encouraging students to refrain from making any 
in-person plans with friends or family members on Halloween, inciting they 
can easily get out of  hand and prove to be super-spreader events. Students 

caught doing this, or violating any of  the safety regulations, will  face con-
duct charges from the Office of  Community Standards.

Testing plans through Thanksgiving
URI will  continue mandatory and surveil lance COVID-19 testing as 

Thanksgiving approaches. Emails issued to individual students on behalf  
of  URI Health Services on Oct. 25, thanked them for their assistance in 
participating in baseline testing and stated that the University plans to re-
test 20 percent of  the population each week leading up to break.

All students are sti l l  expected to participate in and cooperate with URI 
in its mandatory COVID-19 testing process. This included students taking 
all  courses online from campus and students commuting from home for 
classes on campus. According to the email,  students who have tested posi-
tive for COVID-19 in the last 90 days should not come in for testing and 
should instead schedule an appointment with Health Services at 401-874-
2246. This applies to students exhibiting any symptoms as well.

Students l iving in Greek housing who have not been cleared to end their 
shelter-in-place order but have not tested positive for COVID-19 can re-
ceive a test at the Memorial Union. Students quarantined in hotel housing 
provided by URI are expected to test once their quarantine period is over.

URI currently has a seven-day positive test rate of  0.8 percent accord-
ing to a community-wide email sent out on Oct. 28. 

Resources
Health Services can be reached at 401-873-2246. Students can call the 

Counseling Center at 401-874-2288. The Center’s normal business hours 
are Monday, Thursday and Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Tuesday and 
Thursday 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Outside of  operating hours, students will 
be connected to ProtoCall,  which provides behavioral health services over 
the phone. The Psychological Consultation Center can be reached at 401-
874-4264, and the Couple and Family Therapy Clinic can be reached at 
401-874-5956. For more information and stories in the coming days, check 
our website and Twitter @rhodycigar.

COVID-19 Update
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More than just the syrup or the tree
Professor researches the health benefits of maple

Imani Fleming | Staff Reporter

The maple syrup you love to put on break-
fast foods is more than just tasty; it can also help 
treat chronic human diseases.

Dr. Navindra Seeram’s bioactive botanical 
research laboratory in the College of  Pharmacy 
studies medicinal plants and their therapeutic 
effects against chronic human diseases. This lab 
is a leader globally in researching maple health 
benefits, including maple sap, syrup and various 
parts of  the maple tree currently being explored 
for cosmetic and nutraceutical applications. 

Seeram, chair of  the department of  bio-
medical and pharmaceutical sciences, is “one 
of  the most highly cited scientists” in his field 
and has over 200 publications of  peer-reviewed 
scientific papers, according to the College of  
Pharmacy. 

His research focuses on the bioassay-guided 
discovery of  natural products from medicinal 
plants and their effects on diseases, cancers and 
diabetes. He has investigated the bioavailability 
and various other mechanisms of  action food 
components, including maple.

 On Oct. 27, the University of  Rhode 
Island’s College of  Environment and Life Sci-
ences, in collaboration with its Cooperative 
Extension, hosted a virtual lecture on Seeram’s 
bioactive research lab.

The lecture highlighted some of  his most 
profound findings and studies in maple research 
including maple research applications, polyphe-
nols in maple syrup, the chemical composition 
of  maple syrup and the geographical signifi-
cance of  where maple trees grow. 

Seeram noted that Québec, Canada leads 
the world in maple production, but Vermont 
leads the United States in production. Seeram 
accredited this to the geographical region of  the 
Northeast.

“The sugar maple plant and the red maple, 
which is also used for tap and is Rhode Island’s 
state tree, are only found in this part of  the 
world,” Seeram said. “We have a very unique 
climate … this process happens in late winter 
and early spring when you have a very nar-
row window of  opportunity because of  climate 
change … the combination of  having the plants 
with the temperature is what makes it fit for this 
region.”

According to Seeram, the maple industry 
heavily affects the Northeast’s cultural and eco-
nomic climates.

Seeram explained that maple tap is the larg-

est consumed produced tree-tapped product in 
our food chain, and it becomes edible once the 
sap is boiled down to become a syrup.

He described the process of  creating sap as 
“amazing,” and debunked the myth that “ma-
ple sap” automatically means an entirely sticky 
substance because it is 99 percent water. The 
water is removed in an energy intensive process 
called osmosis, thus creating the sap we com-
monly know. 

“As you can imagine, sap is moving nutri-
ents from its soil in the roots to get to the plant 
because it's going to start to form new buds of  
leaves as it gets into early spring,” Seeram said. 
“The plant is moving various vitamins and min-
erals and organic acids … obviously if  you’re 
boiling [it] down, you're creating that meek fla-
vor and odor that pure maple syrup is known 
for, as well as concentrating all the natural con-
stituents you have in sap.”

Seeram also explained the concept of  
healthy plant foods. He spoke of  his team’s hy-
pothesis that beyond sucrose alone, there are 
other constituents present in maple sap that 
could import potential health benefits to maple 
syrup, which are essentially superior to having 
refined sugar or pancake syrup.

“No one is saying eating maple syrup is go-
ing to cure cancer,” Seeram said. “But certainly, 
the discovery of  drug-like molecules from this 
natural food could then lead to the synthesis of  
potential new drugs.”

Seeram compared the differences in the diet 
and accessibility of  foods today, to those of  an-
cient men, saying there is a connection between 
the types of  illnesses people get today and the 
types of  food we eat.

“Plants have provided humans with drug-
like molecules, pharmaceuticals that you can 
actually take for diseases,” Seeram said. “Many 
plants are toxic, but the ones we eat which are 
composed of  lots of  colorful fruits, vegetables 
and grains and their derived products like green 
tea, red wine and olive oil. Theory data has 
shown that if  humans eat a plant-based diet 
they can certainly reduce the risk of  getting cer-
tain types of  cancers and heart diseases.”

Seeram hopes to increase awareness of  ma-
ple product benefits to help the regional sales of  
it, working closely with different organizations 
and research labs to communicate and trans-
late maple’s positive effects. He also believes 
that right now with the COVID-19 pandemic, 
people are turning more to plants to boost their 
immune system for anti-viral prevention, which 
is why these studies are increasingly important. 

been virtual, but according to Mark, the lack of  in-person events isn’t always necessarily a bad thing. 
“On Thursday’s debate our livestream had 200 viewers,” said Mark. “This is probably partly be-

cause no one had to travel any large geographical distance to come to the viewing party. I doubt we 
would have had 200 people show up if  it had been an in-person event.” 

Another unique situation that has been caused by the pandemic is that this year, faculty members 
are actually encouraged to give students information and motivate students to volunteer to become 
workers at the polls.

“Usually elderly people will volunteer to work the polls, but that isn’t encouraged this year because 
of  the pandemic,” said Betensky. “Working the polls is a paying job and students should volunteer if  
they can. It’s very inspiring to work at the polls. There’s so much that can make you cynical, but apart 
from the actual election, it’s so nice to see people who care about the common good and are doing 
something for everybody.”

Betensky and Mark want to emphasize to students that the FSVR organization and faculty mem-
bers are not trying to sway students to think one way or another, but are just trying to inspire them to 
come up with their own ideas about what kind of  a world they want to live in. They also want students 
to know that if  they do not have the same political beliefs as their friends or family members, that’s 
okay, and that they should still be able to exercise their democratic right to vote. 

“More than anything, we just want students to get out and vote,” Betensky said. “The goal is for 
everyone to make their own decisions with as much information as possible. I want to live in a world 
my students shape. I have a lot of  faith in their intelligence.”

Voting - Continued from Page 1

Christian Silva | Contributing Reporter

In a typical year, the University of  Rhode Island theatre de-
partment would put on two mainstage plays each semester. Howev-
er, this is not a typical year. With the current pandemic completely 
changing the entertainment industry, they opted for a rather old-
school approach: radio plays.

“The biggest difference in terms of  our work on this produc-
tion is that the format is completely audio-only,” senior Emma 
Becker, production stage manager, said. “Normally, in a typical 
mainstage production, I would have to create plots related to cos-
tumes, lighting, etc., however, since this show is completely audio, 
most of  my work is related to sound.”

Becker is currently working with the five student directors of  
the upcoming radio plays, “The 39 Steps,” “The Journey Out,” 
“It’s a Wonderful Life,” “The Monkey’s Paw” and “Vic and Shade.” 
All of  these plays are being directed by students of  last semester’s 
THE 322 class after the original stage production of  their short 
plays had to be cancelled when classes moved online.

Becker has a team of  assistant stage managers that work more 
hands-on with the students actors and directors. She said her role 
is more to oversee the production.

While some plays may be difficult to truly envision and adapt 
to a radio format, senior Kate Dyson, the director of  “The Journey 
Out,” has said that her play allows for an easy transition. In fact, 
she said the biggest change in converting this play exclusively to an 
audio format is focusing only on the voices of  the actors. 

“The play I chose is typically done on a bare stage and is very 
minimal, so it actually translated really well to the radio format,” 
said Dyson. “As a director, I actually really enjoy the blocking and 
staging process of  a show and obviously when it’s just recording 
people's voices, all that goes out the window.”

However, in spite of  all the changes, they have enjoyed the pro-
cess very much. Dyson said she chose to direct this play, which fo-
cuses on older members of  the LGBTQIA+ community in Rhode 
Island during the AIDS crisis, as she is passionate about this point 
in history and wants to make sure that it is preserved in the mem-
ory of  the nation. The play is based off  of  a series of  interviews 
with 50 local LGBTQIA+ community members starting in 2010 
conducted by Steven Pennell of  the University of  Rhode Island 
Feinstein Provide Campus Urban Arts and Culture Program, and 
Frank V. Toti Jr who went on to write the play. Dyson said that her 
favorite part of  the production was teaching all the actors of  the 
history of  the 1970s and 80’s and the failure of  former President 
Ronald Reagan’s administration to respond to it. 

Becker never expected to work on radio plays while in col-
lege, let alone as a manager, but it’s been a positive experience still 
getting to put on a show even with COVID-19 changing the way 
they’ll have to perform and produce it. 

“I am so grateful to work so closely with my peers on this proj-
ect and engage with theatre in some way when some days it can 
feel like our artform is so difficult to achieve in the midst of  a pan-
demic,” Becker said. 

Theatre department 
enters a new stage

Tune in from home and listen to URI theatre’s radio 
performances. Graphic from pxfuel.com.
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Christian Silva | Contributing Reporter

On Nov. 3, the nation will face what many pundits are de-
scribing as the most important election in modern history. How-
ever, one organization that has been critically important in getting 
young people out to vote has had to change things up this election 
cycle.

Headcount is a nonpartisan organization founded in 2004 by 
Executive Director Andy Bernstein and Disco Biscuits member 
Mark Brownstein, headquartered in New York City. The orga-
nization has been encouraging young people to vote by teaming 
up with popular artists and attending festivals in an effort to get 
young people to vote.

“Since the pandemic we’ve had to switch our efforts to online 
registration and reaching people that way,” said Headcount mar-
keting manager Sarah Frankel.

 In 2018, they had voter registration tables at Ariana Grande 
concerts, one of  the many celebrities they have worked with in the 
past. This year, however, they have had to go fully online. 

“We are still working with these artists and these festivals we 
used to work with every summer, but now we are using their online 
fanbase and communities to reach voters,” said Frankel.

According to New England regional coordinator Melanie 
Marcousuch, college campuses such as the University of  Rhode 
Island as well as companies like American Eagle Outfitters stores 
are just some of  the places Headcount has reached out to young 
voters. 

Marcou said she registered to vote with Headcount at Phish 
concerts and summer festivals in past years. She said that COVID 
really slowed things down for the organization.

“Summer is our busy season and we weren’t doing anything in 
the summer,” Marcou said. 

In New England, Headcount has gone to places such as farm-
ers markets and well-known businesses such as Ben and Jerry’s 
and Foxwoods. One place in Rhode Island that has shown to be 
incredibly successful in registering voters is the Rhode Island Pride 
Festival.

However, in spite of  all of  this, Headcount still says that they 
are seeing incredible enthusiasm for this election. Frankel said that 
she has never seen this much enthusiasm for an election.

“I haven’t really seen this kind of  momentum in my time being 
able to vote,” Frankel said. “In the typical election year, you have 
the people who are typically involved and voting, but I think this 
election you are starting to see a surge in new voters who are see-
ing how this election might affect them.”

Headcount is focused on making sure that the voters do not 
focus only on the presidential ticket, as they attempt to shed light 
on local and state elections as well. 

“We are really trying to push voter education,” Frankel said. 
Among those things that they are pushing education on are 

local legislative races, early voting by state and mail-in voting and 
drop off  boxes. 

Headcount has and will continue to reach out to young vot-
ers in any possible way they can, despite the pandemic, working 
towards achieving their voter registration goals.

rhodycigar.com
Cigar News Desk: 401-874-2914

Headcount encourages 
young voters to head to 
the polls

@rhodycigar

Abbie Judson | Staff Reporter

University of  Rhode Island alumnus Joe Roton-
do has dedicated his fashion company to producing 
American-made clothing and spreading awareness 
about sustainability in the fashion industry. 

Rotondo started Rocky Clark Clothing, his sus-
tainable denim company, in 2015 when he was still a 
student at URI. 

“It started out more or less as a passion proj-
ect and a creative outlet for me to educate myself  
and educate others on sustainability in the fashion 
industry,” Rotondo said. “During my time at URI 
we learned a lot about how fashion is one of  the 
most polluting industries in the world, and so I took 
it upon myself  to research what this all meant.” 

 While researching sustainability as an un-
dergraduate student, Rotondo saw a gap in the 
fashion industry when he was unable to find a men’s 
clothing brand that created sustainable clothing pro-
duced in America. Seeing this as an opportunity to 
bridge the gap, he decided to make his own clothing 
brand and company.

 “At first it was this platform for me to have a 
voice and sort of  tell this story, and then as time went 
on, I started tying products to that message,” Ro-
tondo said. “So we started tying products to it and 
every collection every year we tried to take it one step 
further in terms of  our product line and in doing 
that we really found our aesthetic, our voice and our 
bigger vision for who we want to be as a clothing 
brand.” 

Rocky Clark started out producing hemp t-shirts 
and hemp hats until recently when they arrived at 
their signature jeans, which launched in February of  
this year. 

“We’ve been a grassroots company from the 
start,” Rotondo said. “I was making the products 
from the beginning and most recently with our jeans, 
we started to outsource our production right here in 
New York City.”

Rotondo said that the company is constantly 
working on fun and exciting projects that take the 
brand to the next level and continues to communi-
cate who the brand is while educating consumers 
about sustainability. 

While a lot of  companies say that they are sus-
tainable and that certain products are sustainable, 
they do not actually delve into how it is sustainable 
and therefore consumers are not gaining knowledge 
on sustainability, according to Rotondo.  

“That’s really what we’re trying to bring to light, 
how are we sustainably producing our goods, why we 
are sustainably producing our goods, and through 
our marketing we’re really trying to promote that 
narrative and say what it really means,” Rotondo 
said. “And at the end of  the day we’re really trying to 
educate our customers but also offer them a solution 
to their wardrobe.” 

Michaela Lefebvre, who now works at Rocky 
Clark, attended URI with Rotondo and reconnected 
with him on Instagram after she saw Rocky Clark’s 
success. Lefebvre’s natural curiosity for sustainability 
lended herself  well for a partnership with the brand. 

“From my perspective, being part of  a team that 
aligns with my inner values is really special,” Lefeb-
vre said. 

Lefebvre said that Rocky Clark gives her an out-
let to share ideas, have fun and have her voice be 
heard. She said the company as a whole is helping 
to change the narrative about how clothing is con-
sumed. 

“So many of  us use clothing as a means of  self-
expression, but it pays a big price on our environ-
ment and natural resources, and that's never a good 
feeling,” Lefebvre said. “Rocky Clark is a thoughtful 
brand, how can we make pieces that will last? Pieces 
that people won't get sick of  and throw away after 
one season?”

Along with educating and having an ongoing 
conversation with consumers and his small team 
at Rocky Clark, Rotondo focuses on pushing the 
boundaries for himself  and becoming more sustain-
able as a company. 

“I’m always trying to push the boundaries and 
take it a step further for every product we develop 
or every idea we have, I’m always trying to one up 
myself  and do better than last time,” he said. “It’s re-
ally putting out more thoughtful goods and growing 
our audience.” 

In spring of  2021, Rocky Clark will be expand-
ing their collection lines. Long-term, Rotondo hopes 
to become a fully vertically integrated company, 
where the company has its own farm, grows its own 
cotton and hemp and has its own manufacturing and 
seamstresses.

Alumnus creates clothing company 
focused on sustainability

Alumnus Joe Rotondo is the proud owner of Rocky Clark 
Clothing based in New York. Photo Courtesy of Joe 
Rotondo.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2020

SURVIVOR COMES TO URI: AN EVENING 
WITH SEASON 39 SURVIVOR PLAYERS
7 pm - 8:15 pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE
A moderated discussion panel will feature two of  the RI Survivor play-
ers, Aaron Meredith and Jamal Shipman, and address complex issues of  
race, racism, and gender that played a prominent role during the 39th 
season of  the game (2019), as well as issues connected to game strategy, 
the “ins and outs” of  reality television, and handling media attention 
post-Survivor.  Dial-In Information: Join Zoom Meeting
https://uri-edu.zoom.us/j/94089686327?pwd=a2J1ZHhYNE-
JiQkN1azlVcnBhcW0zUT09
Meeting ID: 940 8968 6327 | Passcode: 065854

SUFFRAGE AND SASHES: AMERICAN 
PAGEANTRY AND THE FEMINIST MOVEMENT
7 pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE
Hilary Levey Friedman, author of  Here She Is: The Complicated Reign of  
the Beauty Pageant in America, will explore the history of  the suffrage sash 
and how it influenced the Miss America Pageant in a virtual lecture.  

THE CULTURE OF PEACE IN LATIN AMERICA 7 pm - 
8:15 pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE
Dr. Prieto was born in Venezuela. He received his Ph.D. in Social 
Science, and  Masters in Law and International Relations from the 
International Caribbean University, Caracas, Venezuela. He is a Level 
III KingianNonviolence Trainer from URI Center for Nonviolence and 
Peace Studies   http://uri.edu/nonviolence

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2020

OCTOBERFEST UNION PARTY
10 pm - 2 am • Memorial Union Ballroom • $  
A union party by the Brothers on a New Direction to raise money.

ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW LIVE!
7:30 pm - 10 pm • VIRTUAL EVENT, watch online or 
in person at two locations • FREE
Let’s do the time warp again! Join the Gender and Sexuality Center and 
RKO Army on October 30th from 7:30-10 pm as the RKO Army does a 
special live streamed shadowcast of  the cult classic movie Rocky Horror 
Picture Show! There will also be two on-campus screening locations at 
the Memorial Ballroom and Quinn Auditorium for both Rocky Horror 
and the Drag Ball the same night, complete with food trucks outside! To 
join in on the in-person portion of  the events, you need to register on this 
page, and on the page for the Drag Ball if  you want to watch both.
https://events.uri.edu/event/rocky_horror_picture_show_live#.
X5bt31NKhEI

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2020

BLUE MOON STROLL
8 pm - 9 pm • SK Bike Path • FREE  
Join us for a stroll along the bike path to soak in the Blue Moonbeams 
and peacefully connect with nature. A “Blue Moon” is a second full 
moon to appear in one month - and this month’s Blue Moon happens 
to fall on Halloween! REGISTER on IMLeagues.com/uri (link under 
website heading). Meet on the bike path in front of  Mackal - must sign 
up, drop-in not allowed.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2020

MUSIC DEPARTMENT RECITALS
5 pm & 7 pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE
MORGAN BOTT, SENIOR VOICE RECITAL
5pm Morgan Bott will present a recital of  classical and contemporary 
music for voice in fulfillment of  her program of  studies. Free Admission
7pm PETER KELMELIS, JUNIOR CLASSICAL PIANO RECITAL
Peter Kelmelis will present a recital of  classical and contemporary music 
for piano in fulfillment of  his program of  studies. Free Admission
https://web.uri.edu/music/

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2020

REMOTE STUDENT GAME NIGHT
7 pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE
Calling all students doing remote learning this semester: WE MISS 
YOU! Let’s catch up, play some Jackbox games, and connect with other 
Jewish Rhodys learning remotely! Find the Zoom Link at urihillel.org

THIS WEEK AT URI
Imani Fleming | Staff Reporter

All anyone, including myself, can talk about these 
days is how bad things are. How “everything going on” 
(a phrase I have come to absolutely hate) is terrible and 
getting worse everyday. 

And it makes sense. Things are really, really bad. 
We are in the middle of  a global pandemic, our planet is 
literally on fire, our government officials can’t stop fight-
ing with each other, those in high positions of  power do 
not care about so many of  us and innocent Black people 
are dying everyday. It's no wonder so many people are 
burnt out and just feel hopeless. 

For me, this year has put so many things into per-
spective. Not that it's been some revolutionary time in 
my life I’ll look back on and think, “I’m so grateful for 
2020,” because trust me, it’s not and I won’t be doing 
that. But, I’ve been forced to think a lot about my iden-
tity and what it means to me, at least more than usual. 

I wouldn't dare take away from the other, more im-
portant, conversations happening about race in Ameri-
ca because I understand the importance of  those above 
all else. I reflect on the fact that the articles I read online 
about bad people doing bad things to someone because 
of  their skin color are real and someone’s reality ev-
eryday of  their life. However, I too think about what it 
means to be a mixed person right now who admittingly 
doesn't know a lot about a lot of  things. 

There are hundreds of  stories and thousands of  es-
says written about what it's like growing up mixed. The 
constant battle between being told you aren't enough of  
one race, or too much of  the other, is one that I would 
argue almost every mixed child has while growing up. 
For some, like myself, this battle has followed me into the 
very beginning stages of  adulthood and feels as if  there's 
no sign of  declaring a winner anytime soon.

This struggle isn't something new, and it's surely 
not something unique to only my life. But identifying 
as a mixed race person comes with more baggage than 
someone may assume. Being raised by parents with dif-
ferent cultural traditions and styles of  parenting based 
on different cultural beliefs and sets of  values has had 
more of  an impact on the person I am today than al-
most anything else. 

I can only speak on my experiences. I am in no way 
blind to the privilege I have been given as a lighter-mixed 
race person, nor do I dare ignore the many advantages I 
naturally have as a citizen in a society, and a world, that 
almost never turns a blind eye on people who look like 

me. I am in a position where I benefit from many of  so-
ciety’s bogus standards and ideals but I also understand 
that it is a society built on prejudice, covert racism and 
false expectations.  

I identify as a quarter Persian, a quarter Irish, a 
quarter Fillipino and a quarter Black. This mouthful of  
identifying factors is not only the first thing I usually tell 
people about myself, but it is also my most favorite thing 
to tell people about myself.  The amount of  time it has 
taken me to find pride in that is longer than I’d like to 
admit. Nonetheless, I still grapple with who I am and 
how to communicate those hesitations with my fam-
ily. When it comes down to it, I still find myself  asking, 
“What does all that even mean?”

I’ve been thinking alot about what it means to be 
Black as a mixed person lately. I could go on about 
the typical stories of  people telling me I’m not “Black 
enough”, or that I’m “actually not really Black” because 
no one else in my household is. Being told those things, 
from all people of  all races, is just a slap in the face. To 
say that hurts would be an understatement. 

I want others to see me as not only Black, but as 
Black enough, for the sole purpose of  being recognized 
for all that I am. It's a weird combination of  wanting to 
feel validated, so that in turn, I have less of  a struggle 
trying to validate my Blackness, myself. It's something I 
am working to distance myself  from because at the end 
of  the day, I will never need validation from anyone ex-
cept myself. With Black Lives Matter, I want more than 
nothing to advocate and fight alongside my community, 
but I never want to overstep either. There are certain ra-
tionalizations my brain will naturally make for me that 
I can never tell if  they’re valid or just me overthinking. 

I am far from having all of  the answers. Everyday 
I question whether or not I’m being the best version of  
myself  in respect to my cultural identity, because it's the 
most important part of  who I am. All I know is I love 
being a Black woman. I feel beautiful in my skin and 
I feel that I have earned the confidence I have. I love 
being a part of  a community that is strong, loving and 
fearless. Through all this, I’ve learned that once you ac-
cept every part of  you, acceptance from others is the last 
thing you’ll ever need to worry about. 

I think about how easy it could be for me to sit 
back and act like I received the short end of  the stick 
in regards to the hardships I have endured, or sulk in 
my own self  doubt when it comes to my identity. But, I 
would never even consider doing so when I have been 
blessed in so many other ways. 

Imani Fleming during a Black Lives Matter protest. Photo courtesy of Imani Fleming.
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Let’s talk traditions:
Halloween edition
Ashlyn Messier | Contributing Reporter
 

Spooky season is upon us, but what Halloween is going to look like this year 
is a bit blurry. Will there be trick-or-treating? Will the streets be full of  kids dressed 
up as their favorite superhero or movie character? Will we be able to get together 
with friends and family and swap the candy that we got? With all the uncertainty 
happening this Halloween, let’s take a walk down memory lane, shall we?

I love traditions, especially the ones that come with the holidays. Halloween 
is a day where kids get to stay up way past their bedtime, get enough candy to 
last until the new year and everyone searches day in and day out for that perfect 
costume.   

Everyone’s Halloween is going to look a little bit different this year. My Hal-
loween traditions have changed since the years have passed. I used to be the trick-
or-treater, but now I take on a different role. As far as my most current Halloween 
traditions go, since being in college, I love to go home on Halloween and pass out 
candy. Usually, my little cousins come over and I go trick-or-treating with them 
(and snag the occasional piece of  candy for myself!).    

Another thing that we do on Halloween some years is pass out snacks in-
stead of  candy. Animal crackers, Cheetos, you name it, we have it. I used to make 
fun of  my family for this tradition, because after all, no one wants the snacks, they 
want the candy, but I must say, after being the snack and candy distributor over 
the years, a lot of  kids love the snacks. 

Maybe you like handing out candy like I do, or maybe you share some of  
the same traditions that some of  the students that I talked to.  

“My friends and I would all go to my neighbor’s house and she would drive 
us around in her truck that she decorated and we would go trick-or-treating in 
that,” University of  Rhode Island student Tori Frank said.

After they finished their trick-or-treating, Frank and her friends would go 
back to her house, hang out and drink hot chocolate. I think that is something 
that I need to start doing because that sounds like so much fun. Plus, you can get 
to so many more houses in a car rather than on foot!  

“Ever since I can remember my family always went to my aunt’s house ei-
ther on or around Halloween and had a Halloween party,” student Alyssa Bor-
den said. “It’s always been a great time to see my family before the holidays start.” 

I feel like after Halloween, the holiday season really kicks in and things get 
really busy, so this sounds like such a fun tradition to do right before that happens. 

Layne Williams loved to go to her aunt’s house where she would trick-or-
treat with her sister and her cousins. After they finished trick-or-treating, they 
would all trade their candy.  

“It’s a tradition that’s so big now that we still all go over and bring our 
friends,” Williams said.

 I used to do that with my siblings too. You have to get rid of  all of  the Al-
mond Joys and get all the Reese’s (I know I’m not the only one).

We’ll just have to wait and see what Halloween looks like this year. I am 
excited to see how creative people can be to keep this holiday alive. I don’t know 
about you, but I have heard of  a lot of  creative ways that people are getting ready 
for Halloween already. With all of  the craziness happening around us, I think it’s 
more important than ever to be creative and make sure things like Halloween 
still happen, even if  it looks a little different. Things like Halloweeen create some 
sense of  normalcy in our lives. Even if  you can’t participate in activities that you 
usually do, that’s okay, because there is always room for new traditions. 

rhodycigar.com
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Kayla Laguerre-Lewis | Entertainment Editor

I love Halloween. The costumes are great, the mu-
sic is classic and the discounted candy helps cement it as 
one of  my favorite holidays. Yet, there’s one gripe I have 
with the season, and that’s Halloween movies. There just 
aren’t enough actually about Halloween.

I must admit that I haven’t actually seen a lot of  
“Halloween” movies simply because I hate horror mov-
ies, so if  you’re thinking of  all those classic slasher and 
thriller films and wondering what’s wrong with me, 
there’s your answer. I do love the family-friendly ones, 
like the “Halloweentown” series and “Twitches,” but I 
can only watch the same few movies over and over again. 
That’s why I turn to Halloween episodes.

Not only are Halloween episodes from TV shows 
actually about Halloween, so they capture what I love 
about the actual holiday, but there are new ones com-
ing each season which means that there’s always a way 
to celebrate anew each year. Yes, there are Halloween 
movies that come out yearly, but as a college student, I’m 
not checking the family-friendly Halloween releases, so 
if  there’s a great one that’s come out since around 2015, 
I’ve likely missed it.

There’s something about it being a special event too. 
The episodes revolve around the holiday and you watch 
characters you’ve gotten familiar with celebrate, or not 
celebrate, whatever the October night brings them. It re-
minds me of  Halloween for myself  each year, a special 
episode in a 365-day season of  my life.

I can’t continue to make my argument for the supe-
riority of  Halloween episodes over movies without men-
tioning a few of  my favorites, and you can’t begin that 
conversation without mentioning “Brooklyn Nine-Nine” 
and its epic Halloween heist episodes each season.

The comedy centers around a group of  detectives 
in a precinct working together, so Halloween looks a bit 
different to them from what you might imagine. The 
characters usually are forced to spend the holiday watch-
ing out for the increased crime that comes with it, yet 
they find a way to have their own fun through Halloween 
heists. For the past seven seasons, each character fights 
for the title of  Ultimate Detective/Genius, or Ultimate 
Human/Genius when non-detective Gina gets involved. 
Each episode there’s an object that must be stolen and 
kept within a character’s possession by midnight on Hal-
loween. Whoever has the chosen item at that time is 
crowned the winner until the next Halloween.

After the first episode, which was aptly titled “Hal-
loween” was followed by “Halloween II,” it became clear 
that this precinct tradition would become the most an-
ticipated episode each season. There’s the excitement of  
finding out who the next winner will be, what item will 
be up for grabs, the bets and alliances made and even 
what costume Detective Boyle will be dressed in for the 
cold opens. This comedy has mastered the art of  Hal-
loween and is what inspired my love for Halloween epi-
sodes from its very first one.

I don’t tend to keep up with “The Goldbergs,” but 
the episodes that I do catch have been hilarious to me. It’s 
a network sitcom, so it follows the model that I standby: 
you don’t have to watch every episode to enjoy it and its 
characters. Five years ago, on a Wednesday night leading 
up to a Saturday Halloween, similar to this year (minus 
the pandemic), I watched the episode “Couples Cos-
tume.” In this episode, main character Adam decides 
he’s too old to wear matching costumes with his mom 
and wants to match with his girlfriend, Dana, and go to 
a haunted house for their first “adult Halloween.” His 
mom, hurt by this, decides to teach him a lesson in Hal-
loween safety and puts razor blades in candy as a dem-
onstration. 

She then loses this dangerous candy, and dressed 
up as Ripley from “Alien,” runs around the neighbor-
hood snatching candy from kids in fear that her husband 
accidentally gave it to one of  the trick or treaters who 
stopped by their house. Watching this grown 80s subur-
ban housewife running around in costume and stealing 
from kids is funny enough, but then there’s the added 
aspect of  Adam being terrified at the haunted house, but 
trying to play it off to impress his girlfriend. The twist at 
the end just makes it even funnier and whenever I bring 
the episode up with my dad, we find ourselves rolling in 
laughter at the memories.

While comedic Halloween episodes have always 
been a favorite of  mine and there’s many more I could’ve 
mentioned (see “The Office,” “Friends” and “Parks and 
Recreation” for more examples), there are also some 
thrilling dramatic Halloween episodes. 

“Pretty Little Liars” looking back was an overdra-
matic, unbelievable and confusing mess of  a teenage 
drama, but I still stand by their season three mid-season 
finale “This Is A Dark Ride” being a teen drama mas-
terpiece. I’m not into horror, but I can do with some dra-
matic suspense and a touch of  murder, and this episode 
delivers.

The Liars are celebrating the holiday in style on a 
Rosewood train excursion featuring performances by 
Adam Lambert (try not to question the realism on this 
show, there’s hardly any). We start off seeing some pretty 
amazing costumes on the girls and the attendees and 
some nice tension, but the night goes quite literally off the 
rails. Garrett is killed and Aria gets bound and trapped in 
a box with his dead corpse. Spencer is almost strangled 
to death and we get yet another flashback to the night 
Alison DiLaurentis dies that leaves viewers working on 
their fan theories for the next few months before the next 
episode airs. 

For less murderous and haunting, yet still on the dra-
matic side of  Halloween episodes, take a look at “One 
Tree Hill,” “Beverly Hills, 9021” or “Lucifer.”

If  you’re still in doubt, remember that the classic 
“It’s the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown,” isn’t a movie, 
but a TV episode! So while you’re trying to have a safe, 
socially distanced Halloween, cue up your streaming 
service and check out some TV Halloween classics and 
greats.

Pumpkin picking is one of many fall traditions. Photo by Grace DeSanti.

Popular comedy “Brooklyn Nine-Nine” incorporates Halloween episodes into the series. Photo from Fandom.com



Kate and Jason’s YouTube cooking channel spectacular
Kate LeBlanc | News Editor

Jason Phillips | Web Editor

Netflix, Hulu and Disney+ are all great forms of  
entertainment, but have you ever considered enter-
ing the world of  cooking YouTube? 

Bon Appétit (BA), Babish Culinary Universe 
(BCU), Matty Matheson, Food 52 and [the shameful] 
Tasty by BuzzFeed are all big names in the YouTube 
cooking community. Viewers can watch these chan-
nels develop and create recipes for various audiences 
and while it may sound boring to some, it is truly the 
most riveting content one could watch. 

Starting out as a magazine in 1956, BA has shift-
ed its content over the years to incorporate more 
video and grow their YouTube channel vastly. Today, 
BA, which is now owned by mass media company 
Condé Nast, has nearly 5.9 million subscribers and 
averages millions of  views on each video. 

BA amassed its following from its 1 World Trade 
Center office where the videos were filmed in the 
test kitchen. The channel is widely known for its host 
personalities, such as Carla Lalli Music, Molly Baz 
and Chris Morocco. It also grew rapidly due to se-
ries such as Claire Saffitz’s “Gourmet Makes,” Brad 
Leone’s “It’s Alive!” and “Test Kitchen Talks” with 
all the editors.

Recently, controversy erupted over former Ed-
itor-in-Chief  Adam Rapoport wearing brownface. 
This led to a larger conversation among BA employ-
ees and contributors about internal racial discrimi-
nation in Condé Nast’s publications and the resigna-
tion of  Rapoport and Condé Nast Vice President of  
Video Matt Duckor. Seven of  the seasoned editors 
resigned in solidarity with the Black, Indigenous and 
people of  color who were not fairly compensated for 
their work.

While BA wasn’t the first YouTube cooking chan-
nel, it revolutionized the genre. Instead of  focusing 
on the recipes, BA created shows that were driven 
by the personalities behind them. Their massive 

growth began in 2017 when they started showcasing 
this host-emphasized model. As a result, the channel 
gained a loyal following.

Sohla El-Waylly, former assistant food editor and 
video personality at BA, was one of  the first editors 
to publicly speak out against Condé Nast. El-Waylly 
accused the magazine of  insufficiently compensating 
and consistently ignoring BIPOC employees. 

BA went on a hiatus from June to October to 
reevaluate their culture and leadership. 

In the first video release coming back from hia-
tus, the company announced its new Editor-in-Chief  
Dawn Davis, Executive Editor Sonia Chopra and 
Global Brand Advisor Marcus Samuelsson. BA has 
also since introduced new personalities, all of  whom 
have been Black, to create video con-
tent. While the hosts have changed, 
the approach and content-style of  
these videos have remained the 
same. 

Despite their attempts at re-
surgence and rectifying issues in 
the workplace, BA continues to re-
ceive backlash on their new content. 

In a recent video featuring Leone 
and Andy Baraghani, commenter Alex-
andra Crofoot said, “it sucks because we’re never 
gonna be able to go back to the videos as they were 
before. I know BA blew it, but I’m gonna really miss 
everyone feeding off  of  each other’s energy.”

This sentiment appears to be shared by many 
other fans in the comments and on social media.

In September, after resigning from BA, El-Wayl-
ly announced that she would be joining both Food 52 
and the BCU, starting new shows on each channel. 

Binging with Babish, now BCU, takes a simi-
lar, yet different approach than BA. Until El-Waylly 
joined, the only personality was Andrew Rea, bet-
ter known by his pseudonym Oliver Babish. Rea’s 
approach is different from other content creators in 
that he relies on voice over in post-production and 
his face is [mostly] out of  frame.

On his channel, Rea is popular for creating dishes 
from pop culture and his series “Basics with Babish,” 
where he makes the same dish at three levels of  dif-
ficulty. He has also started to share his personal life 
online in his “Being with Babish” vlog series.

Rea started as a small, individual content cre-
ator on the platform, but has since grown to be the 
largest cooking channel on YouTube at 8.1 million 
subscribers. His rebranding and hiring of  El-Waylly 
have further expanded his content.

Their new show, “Stump Sohla,” features El-
Waylly taking on a dish and then adding a random 
challenge to the process. So far she has created a sev-

en-course convenience store tasting menu, 18th-
century mac and cheese, flaming soup and ice 

cream and “scary” candy.
Channels like Food 52 take 

a similar approach to Bon 
Appétit, having multiple 
personalities creating se-
ries. Food 52’s “Bake It Up 
a Notch,” hosted by Erin 
McDowell, takes it a step 

further than BA’s “Gourmet 
Makes,” hosted by Saffitz. 

McDowell spends long amounts 
of  time explaining a singular baking 

concept, such as pie dough, whereas Saffitz focuses 
on recreating an entire recipe.

One content creator finding more mainstream 
success has been Matheson. He is known for his ec-
centric personality and appearance. He has appeared 
in BA and First We Feast videos but started his own 
channel last year. Matheson is an unconventional 
content creator and it shows in his videos.

With the decline of  BA, other content creators 
have been able to find more mainstream success on-
line. BA will continue to struggle and adapt in its 
new role on YouTube, whereas the BCU will con-
tinue to grow and expand.
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An Amazon Prime must-watch with ‘The Boys’

Nicole Wagner | News Editor

As a self-proclaimed superhero fanatic, “The Boys” is everything. 
I have thoroughly enjoyed watching the facade of  the perfect superhero be stripped 

away right in front of  me through this show.
With an all-American fascist, a Nazi, a religious cult and others, the Supes of  

Amazon Prime’s “The Boys” show just how much power can go to someone’s head.
The destruction and politicization of  the superhero role through this show is amaz-

ing. The privatization of  superheroes through the pharmaceutical company Vought is 
wonderfully performed. Superheroes are given TV commercials, movie deals and even 
their own pornos. They are also instructed with talking points for Congress so that 
Vought can have their hands in government dealings through the military. 

To understand this show, let me break down the two main entities: Supes (namely 
The Seven) and The Boys. 

The Seven is the elite, most well-known group of  Supes that Vought pours most 
of  their money into. They are sent on pre-approved missions carefully laid out so that 
the cameras can catch their every move for publicity and protected from media or 

public scrutiny for any wrongdoings. The Seven are led by America’s sweetheart, who 
is the closest thing to God, known as Homelander, clad in an eagle-covered suit with 
an American flag cape. 

The Boys are a group of  people working to expose the wrongdoings of  the Supes, 
such as A-Train’s incident where he ran through Hughie’s girlfriend, Robin, which 
caused her body to explode. The Boys are led by Butcher, a man on a path to avenge 
his wife.

The characters in this show are all wonderfully flawed in a way that makes you 
love and hate them all at the same time. Hughie is quite literally one of  the most use-
less characters, but is also charming in the way he calms down Butcher; Homelander 
is terrifying but his mommy issues make you somewhat sympathetic to his struggles; 
Kimiko is badass without saying a word and the list just goes on and on. 

In terms of  casting, actress Aya Cash said “how cool would it be if  I got to do 
this?” as she’s a Jewish woman playing a Nazi on the show. Cash had been in disbelief  
that she would be cast in her role as Stormfront and said that playing a Nazi was some-
thing she felt was outside of  her wheelhouse. This casting of  a nice Instagram-friendly, 
unassuming villain was an amazing choice for this show in my opinion. 

Family issues are addressed in this show as the aforementioned leader of  the Seven, 
Homelander, has quite literally the biggest mommy issues I’ve ever seen in a character. 
He is a severely disturbed man-child with the power to laser through anyone in his way. 

The show also tells a cautionary tale of  how the incitement of  violence from a 
public figure can lead to the tragic death of  other innocent people by those who be-
come empowered by these words of  hate. 

“The Boys” constantly has you engaged and on your toes as no one is ever safe 
from harm’s way. At any time, someone’s head could blow up or they could be cut in 
half  or lit on fire. 

There is no shortage of  gore as one scene in the show depicts several peoples’ 
heads being blown off followed by a floor full of  blood, and several decapitations are 
seen throughout the show.

I cannot emphasize how much I enjoyed this show. I have rewatched season two 
three times over. So, grab your friends, grab some popcorn and watch “The Boys.” 
Seasons one and two are available with an Amazon Prime subscription on Prime Vid-
eo.

Rating: 10/10
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Amazon Prime released the new series “The Boys.” Photo from Forbes.com.

Graphic from Pinterest.
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Rhody Football’s secret MVP
Aniekan Okon | Staff Reporter

Rhody fans may be familiar with names like Vito 
Priore or Jakari Grant, but the most important quarter-
back for the University of  Rhode Island Football team 
usually goes unnoticed on the sidelines each week. 

Her name is Christina Ball, and she is the director of  
football operations for the URI football team. Ball, who 
was promoted to the position in January, is responsible for 
assisting Head Coach Jim Fleming and the coaching staff 
with duties such as scheduling practices, handling travel 
arrangements, team meals, transportation, recruiting and 
compliance documents. 

Growing up, sports was a major part of  Ball’s life. 
She played soccer and lacrosse in high school, but the 
game of  football holds a special place for her and her 
family. 

“My dad was a football coach and my brother was 
the quarterback at our hometown high school,” she said. 
“I just fell in love with the game and I knew I wanted to 
be involved in football, in particular, and sports the rest 
of  my life.” 

She took her interest in sports and attended Endicott 
College, where she graduated in 2018 with a degree in 
sports management and a minor in legal studies. 

Before coming to URI, Ball worked as an event am-
bassador for the Kraft Sports and Entertainment Group 
and as an intern for her local high school’s athletic di-
rector. During her internship, she met Associate Head 
Coach Mike Flanangan while he was on a recruiting trip 
looking for prospective athletes. He encouraged her to 
come down to campus to work the football camp that the 
team was hosting. Ball quickly accepted the invitation. 

At the camp, the Rhody football staff were impressed 
with Ball’s work ethic and invited her to join the staff as 

the volunteer coordinator of  football operations for the 
2019 season. Like the chance to come to the football 
camp, Ball immediately jumped on this offer. 

“I started volunteering four days a week and worked 
at a brewery three days a week,” Ball said. “From there, 
everything fell into place.” 

She worked the 2019 season under former Director 
of  Football Operations Alex Folken, learning the ins and 
outs of  college athletics and running a football team. Her 
tasks included assisting Folken with arranging team meals 
and travel, keeping the coaches organized and working 
with support staff. 

After the season, Folken decided to leave the pro-
gram, opening up the position of  Director of  Football 
Operations. From the team’s perspective, the decision to 
offer Ball the job was an easy one. 

“She’s very energetic,’’ Flanagan said. “She brings a 
lot of  enthusiasm and she’s very detail oriented. I think 
[as Director of  Football Operations] that’s probably one 
of  the most important things.”

Ball never thought she’d work in college athletics, 
with goals to work in high school of  professional athletics.

“This was more of   ‘I was at the right place at the 
right time,’” she said. “Things fell into place here and I’m 
very happy they did.” 

With COVID-19 sidelining the football team until 
the spring, Ball has seen a shift in her usual fall responsi-
bilities. She is currently responsible for scheduling prac-
tices and making sure that players and coaches stay un-
der the capacities set within the locker room and weight 
room. She has also spent early mornings making sure that 
players do their URI Daily Self-Assessment before enter-
ing the building. To the coaching staff, her work doesn’t 
go unnoticed. 

“It’s a tough job,” Flanagan said. “I’d say she does a 

great job being able to deal with daily changes and really 
help be accountable for the 90 guys on our roster on top 
of  the coaching staff, the support staff and everyone else.”

Like a team scoring after a long drive, Ball says the 
best part about her job is working with the players and 
coaches and seeing the finished product. 

“The most rewarding part is when you get to see ev-
erything you planned, whether it’s for recruiting weekend 
or gamedays, phase out exactly how you want it,” Ball 
said. “Granted, it’s very rare that it goes according to 
plan, but that’s part of  being the Director of  Operations. 
You have to think on your feet and make quick changes.”
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Star center fielder returns 
after big summer
Alyssa Pasniewski | Contributing Reporter

Despite a global pandemic sweep-
ing the nation, Austin White was still 
determined to put in work on the 
diamond this summer to make every 
pitch in the batting box count this 
spring. 

White is a key centerfielder for 
the University of  Rhode Island and 
started all 12 games that occurred 
prior to their 2020 season being cut 
short. Within those 12 games, he man-
aged to build a resume that included 
a .378 batting average, 12 walks and 
only two strikeouts out of  a total of  
37 at-bats. 

“His approach to at-bats and 
pitch selection is phenomenal,” URI 
Head Coach Raphael Cerrato said. 
“He will never chase a bad pitch.” 

White used this opportunity this 
summer to work on putting more 
power in every swing, in hopes of  
bringing a new skill set into his senior 
season for the Rams. 

“I definitely wanted to work on 
my hitting with more power this sum-
mer,” White said. “I usually take a lot 
of  pitches and walk to get on base but 
I’d prefer to get hits. I’d love to get 
more power behind my swing.” 

With most summer leagues being 
canceled, White was lucky enough 
to play centerfield back in his home-
town for the Glastonbury Arrows. 
Originally, his summer plans were 
to stay in Rhode Island to play for 

the Ocean State Waves in one of  the 
best New England Collegiate Base-
ball Leagues in the country. White 
signed a contract in hopes of  playing 
for the Waves along with three of  his 
other teammates from the Rams, but 
the pandemic came crashing down on 
that chance. 

“It was a lot of  kids I didn't 
know,” White said about his time with 
the Arrows. “They surprisingly knew 
me; we had good chemistry and just 
had a good time in a poor situation 
all around.”

White had a stellar performance 
in this hectic summer, putting up a 
.353 batting average and .545 OBP. 
Overall, the Arrows had a split sea-
son, going 10-10 overall and ranking 
fourth in the standings.  

Aside from working a count, White 
also prides himself  as a dominant 
defensive player. As a sophomore in 
center field, he had 110 putouts total, 
with a personal game-high of  seven 
as both a sophomore and junior. 

“He’s super-fast, good instincts, a 
great arm and an accurate arm. He’s 
the full package,” Cerrato said. “He’s 
one of  the best defensive center field-
ers, maybe that I’ve ever coached. 
He’s one of  the better center fielders 
in the country, and there’s no doubt 
about that.”

White, along with the rest of  his 
team and coaches, are looking for-
ward to getting back in the batter’s 
box and starting off  the spring 2021 
season in mid-February.

Kyle Standing | Contributing Reporter

With the start of  the college basket-
ball season near, pre-season tournaments 
have been finalized and the Rhode Island 
Men’s Basketball team, along with several 
other Atlantic 10 teams, will be competing 
against some of  the top competition in the 
country. 

Rhody will play four games in five 
days at Mohegan Sun in the “Bubbleville”, 
named after the NBA bubble that was uti-
lized in response to the COVID-19 pan-
demic. The Rams will take on Stephen F. 
Austin from the Southland conference and 
Towson from the Colonial Athletic Con-
ference. 

These teams competing at Mohegan 
Sun make up one of  many pods in Bub-
bleville and Rhode Island is not the only 
A-10 team competing. Saint Bonaventure 
will also be competing at Mohegan Sun, 
with the Bonnies also scheduled between 
Stephen F Austin and Towson.

The Rams will stay at Mohegan Sun 
during the weekend and play the Univer-
sity of  South Florida and Temple Univer-
sity. The teams, along with Virginia Tech 
will compete in the Hall Of  Fame Tip-
Off Tournament on Nov 28 and 29. The 
Rams will take on Temple and USF after 
their original match-up with Marquette 
(along with the winner or loser of  Minne-
sota vs Central Florida) was cancelled due 
to their withdrawal from the tournament.

Along with the Rams, several other 
A-10 squads will be competing in some 
of  the top pre-season tournaments in 

college basketball. Dayton, last year’s At-
lantic 10 regular season champion, will 
compete with the likes of  Crieghton (Big 
East), Ohio State (Big 10) and Wichita 
State (American) in the Bad Boys Mowers 
Crossover Classic from Nov. 25-27.

Additionally, the Davidson Wildcats 
will play in the Maui Invitational, one 
of  college basketball’s most popular pre-
season tournaments, that is being held 
in Asheville, North Carolina. VCU was 
scheduled to play three games in four days 
in the Orlando bubble, but Jon Rothstein 
of  CBS Sports reported earlier this week 
the tournament was cancelled.

The Richmond Spiders, who finished 
second in the A-10 in the regular season, 
will take on pre-season top five team Ken-
tucky in the Bluegrass Showcase in Lex-
ington, Kentucky on a yet-to-be-deter-
mined date.

Fellow A-10 squads Saint Louis, 
George Mason, Duquesne and La Salle, 
currently have nothing finalized when it 
comes to multi team exhibitions.

Despite the complications the COV-
ID-19 pandemic has caused with schedul-
ing, the slate in the pre-season is as packed 
as ever for the A-10 and for conferences 
across the country. The pandemic has 
forced the NCAA and its schools to get 
creative with its scheduling, but finally, af-
ter many changes to many different tour-
naments, it seems as if  they have found a 
way for all teams to compete at a high level 
while also remaining safe and healthy. Pro-
grams will hope this long and complicated 
process pays off when the season starts on 
Nov. 25.

A-10 teams work to create 
non-conference schedule

Director of Football Operations Christina Ball does a lot of work 
behind the scenes. Photo courtesy of Christina Ball.



Rhody Football finalizes spring schedule
Will Pipicelli | Sports Editor

It’s unknown at this point if  the Meade Stadium 
bleachers will be filled this spring, but at least the field will 
be.

The University of  Rhode Island Football team an-
nounced Tuesday in a press release that their seven-game 
season is set to begin Feb. 27 at Bryant University. The 
game against the Bulldogs will be the first time the two 
teams from the Ocean State have played each other since 
2002.

Rhody released their six-game conference schedule 
earlier in the day, highlighted by a tilt against the Dela-
ware Blue Hens in the home opener for the Rams. It’s a 
repeat fixture from last season that saw the Rams play a 
night game at Meade Stadium for the first time since 1972. 
Delaware won that contest in memorable fashion, defeat-
ing the Rams 44-36 in triple overtime. 

The Colonial Athletic Association (CAA) announced 
earlier this year that they were pushing their conference 
football season to the spring of  2021 even though other 
conferences have forged ahead with football this fall. The 
league announced along with the schedule to split the con-
ference into two divisions, with the North having seven 
teams and the South division having four. Towson previ-
ously announced they were not playing football this year.

The North is comprised of  URI, Villanova, UAlbany, 
Delaware, New Hampshire, Maine and Stony Brook. Each 
team will play each other once; three games at home and 
three on the road. The South, which is made up of  Elon, 
William & Mary, James Madison and Richmond, will see 
each team play the other in the division twice, both home 
and away. 

“We are pleased to announce the conference schedule 
for the 2021 spring football season, but understand this is 
just the next step in the planning process associated with 
playing football on each of  our campuses,” CAA Commis-

sioner Joe D’Antonio said. “Our unique divisional format 
was developed with the goal of  enhancing safety and re-
ducing the risks associated with travel during this difficult 
period of  time, while still providing a fair and competitive 
model to determine a champion.” 

URI’s conference schedule opens up with a bye week. 
Their first conference game will be played March 13 at 
Villanova followed by a trip to New York one week later to 
take on UAlbany. 

Three home games follow in three successive weeks, 
with games vs. Delaware, New Hampshire and Maine to 

be played at Meade Stadium. Rhody closes out their regu-
lar season away to Stony Brook on April 17. Kickoff times 
have yet to be determined. 

According to the press release, the team with the best 
overall conference record will earn the CAA’s automatic 
bid into the NCAA Football championship, comprising 11 
league winners and five at large-bids across FCS football. 
In the event of  two teams sharing the same conference re-
cord, a tie-breaking procedure will be used. The confer-
ence has not announced at this time what that may look 
like. 

At long last, Meade Stadium will welcome back football in the spring. Photo by James McIntosh.
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Campus Recreation goes above and beyond for fall semester
Zach Austin | Contributing Reporter

In a time when finding activities to join seems 
like a monumental task, the University of  Rhode 
Island’s Campus Recreation department has pro-
vided students with countless options to be active 
and participate this semester.

“There are so many things being offered,” 
said Jennifer Luther, the coordinator of  market-
ing and memberships for the organization.

Current programs include intramural and 
club sports, wellness programs, and group exer-
cise classes. Reservations to work out at the fit-
ness centers can also be made around campus. 
Some sailing programs are also in progress, but 
are ending soon due to colder weather. Most 
of  these events have been available on the IM-
Leagues app, which has allowed for easier stu-
dent access this semester.

So far, the events promoted on the app have 
proven to be the most popular. According to 
Marketing and Memberships Graduate Assistant 
Lacey Hylen, cycling classes have been one of  the 
most successful events so far.

“That’s been our most popular group [exer-
cise] class,” said Hylen. “They’ve been waitlisted 
every single time, which has been awesome.”

She added that the wellness classes have also 
gained a lot of  interest, as many students are 
looking for something to help balance the stress 
of  college life, especially during the pandemic.

“It’s been a really great way for students to 
relax and relieve stress, especially with staying 
inside a lot and not being able to be as active 
sometimes,” Hylen said.

This fall, the cycling classes have been held 
at the botanical gardens on campus. On top of  
the great view, it allows for a greater flexibility to 
social distance because of  the extra space. Many 
other classes have done the same, including med-
itation and yoga classes. All of  these classes have 

been utilizing the quadrangle to better space ev-
eryone out while taking advantage of  the warmer 
weather.

“Most of  our indoor classes are very limited,” 
said Hylen. “When you’re outside, you can have 
up to fifty people on the quad, so it’s an awesome 
way to get way more people into those classes.”

Another major change some activities face is 
the requirement of  reservations. Students are no 
longer able to work out at any of  the fitness cen-
ters on campus without making an appointment 
online beforehand, but Luther said there are a lot 
of  reservations open at both facilities.

Students are able to make an appointment 
to work out at both the Fascitelli Fitness Center 
and the Mackal Fieldhouse, as well as the pools 
at the Tootell Aquatic Center. Luther notes that 
Fascitelli has been the busiest facility so far this 
semester, as it is the gym “that students originally 
think of ” when they want to work out. However, 
she says that both Mackal and the aquatic center 
have great resources and typically have a lot of  
open reservations.

“Mackal has an indoor track, Mackal has a 
cardio center and Tootell aquatics has the pool,” 
Luther says. “So we’re finding that more reserva-
tions are open there.”

Campus Recreation’s motto, “Be active. Be 
Involved. Belong,” has been the main focus of  
all their programs this year. With the virus lim-
iting the opportunity for students to join differ-
ent activities around campus, giving them every 
chance they can to be a part of  the community 
at large has been their top priority, especially for 
first-year students. 

“I can’t imagine being a freshman and not 
getting the experiences I had as a freshman in my 
undergraduate,” Hylen states. “Having us open, 
we’re still doing the best we can to give the fresh-
men class, and sophomores and anyone else on 
campus that same experience.”
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Students can participate in virtual group exercise classes, Tootell studio cycle 
class, yoga on the quad, intramural cornhole, wellness journalling and more. 
Photos courtesy of Lacey Hylen and Siobhan Richards.


